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The German-American filmmaker Oskar Fischinger is one of the main protagonists in the history of animation and abstract cinema.
From the s onward, this pioneer of visual music coupled abstract images with music and rhythms, long before the arrival of the
music video. Oskar Fischinger (): Experiments in Cinematic Abstraction [Cindy Keefer, Jaap Gu] on beycopublicidad.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying beycopublicidad.coms: 1. Oskar Fischinger: by Cindy Keefer, Jaap Guldemond A richly illustrated
monograph exploring the position of Fischingers abstract film language within the international avant-garde The German-American
filmmaker Oskar Fischinger is one of the main protagonists in the history of animation and abstract cinema.
Fischinger was a true virtuoso who created complex animated patterns that develop dynamic rhythms, harmo From the s onward,
this pioneer of visual music coupled abstract images with music and rhythms, long before the arrival of the music video.5/5(2).
Edited by Cindy Keefer and Jaap Guldemond. This new monograph explores the position of Fischinger's work within the
international avant-garde. It examines his animation and painting, his use of music, his experiences in Hollywood, the Lumigraph,
visual music theories, and his influence on today's filmmakers, artists and animators. Oskar Fischinger () was a German-American
abstract animator, filmmaker, and painter, notable for inventing abstract musical animations many decades before the appearance of
computer graphics and music videos.
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